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I don’t know what to write
I guess my thoughts are invisible
To me and everyone else.

What people don’t see
Is me
It’s the roots underneath the tree
It’s the currents under the sea
I’m conscious of what I display
I’m inspirational in who I portray
But the fl esh is wearing away
And sooner or later, to everyone’s dismay
I’m afraid…
 What people will see
 Is another side of me
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Th e Cry of Enola Gay Tibbets

Th ey said the day would never come,
when the rising sun would fade,
the planes’ shadows casting darkness
over the Emperor’s children. Children slaving
over machinery for the pride of
the gods, the people. Th e workers piled
into factories, singing bitter songs,
making rounds for ships they
did not know no longer existed.
For sons too proud to send letters aft er
they pass, the bombs hiding their fears.

Koichiro and his straw hat
moved from rice to steel,
his Kei and Aikawa long gone, tired hands
only pressing on for a stranger’s son;
too proud to acknowledge the dead.
Mother’s tears water the paddies,
her hoe tilling barren lands, hands
picking rice for stomachs already
fi lled with lead. Th e white demons
satisfying their needs, punishing them
for useless greed and aspirations.

Th ey waited in factories for the dragonfl ies,
the buzzing echoing in their ears,
reminders of a sunny August morning,
washing away thoughts of a distant war.
Little boys and fat men lie idle in fi elds
watching strange sparrows pass them
as the high whistle grows louder and louder
only to end in lifeless silence, their pride
collapsing like the buildings around them,
a sole daisy, white and pure, standing
proud.

Kevin Lee, CM ‘12

Patrick Liu, PO ’14

Students performing a Bollywood dance 
at the 37th annual International Banquet
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Look, see… know.
 Appear. Confi dent, driven.
 Am. Insecure, directionless
  You see. Pretty face. Nice fi gure
  I see. Acne skin. Fat that wasn’t there before
I want you to see. Confi dent driven beautiful
I want myself to see…

Margaret Wang, Harvard ’12
(submitted by Catherine Wang, SC ’13)

“As the model minority, Asian-Americans are known for working hard, but not 
for voicing their opinions.Th e wall has Asian men and women without mouths to 
demonstrate the voicelessness of Asian-Americans as a collective group. 

“Th e screens on the wall for the Asian men and women turned out messy. Al-
though this is not what I expected in the beginning, the messiness works for my 
piece: the messiness symbolizes the confusion for Asian-American identity. I por-
trayed stereotypes of Asian-Americans through the red piece which overlays the 
blue Asian-American faces. It is as if the laundromat, one of the main stereotypes 
for Asian-Americans, holds other Asian-American stereotypes.”
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I learned a valuable lesson
Wearing my heart on my 
Sleeve all these years
It’s not a good idea.
What ever happened to bonding
Over something that meant
Something?
Do people not feel anymore?
Are they afraid?
Do they see a monster in me?

Vulnerable to every sway in the wind.
Weak. Malleable. Decomposed.
No
I’ve turned off  my heart now.
I smile because it’s socially
acceptable to do so.
What used to bother me
doesn’t show, not anymore.

Occasionally, I check Facebook and see the usual “haha John did this,
I had a good time”  status updates and then I see intensely personal
messages – “what should I do if my best friend wants to commit suicide?”
–  or one friend wrote about his recently deceased father, “Dad
If I could ask you one question, I would say, ‘Are you well?’”
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Understand
Th at when you cobble together facts
And personae to which I do not consent –

You are erasing me, crumbs into dust
And dust into nothing. And I
Want you to know
Th at I am still here, still railing
Against inequalities of which you know nothing
(or worse, believe you know everything),
Still suff ocating with silent pride and
Multitudes and contradictions.

When you choose to see me
     When you look at me

  You are also
       Obliterating me

WHAT’S ON YOUR MIND?

It’s a question that I confront every time
I log in, so open, so welcoming, providing
A space that seeks to address a real
Human need – that desire to share, to
Vocalize, to express, to not be alone in
Your thoughts. But as my human-
Ness becomes defi ned and sculpted by
A username, a password, a wall, an
Info page, whose mind is being
Articulated? “your mind” is a product
Of a reality, a network, outside of
Th e time and space I experience
As a human being – and I never
Say, or maybe feel comfortable
Saying, what’s really on my
Mind – because this fi gure
Th at resides online is only a fi gment
Of me
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I don’t want you to see that
Th is is all too much, that I
Constantly push myself to do
More when I’ve already done
Enough.

I don’t want you to see that
I constantly question myself
Th at I don’t know what is
Right what is wrong what I
Believe

I don’t want you to hear my
Insecurities, the shaking in
My voice as I say that all
Is well – that I can do it.

I don’t want you to see the
Happiness go out in
My eyes to catch that
Brightness as it disappears
I want you to know that
I am okay that I can
Make it through to hear
Th e laughter and see the
Comfort memory brings.

ML.

he was my
fi rst real friend
at that school.
always friendly
always there
we ate lunch
almost everyday
I wondered
but never realized
why so friendly?
why so easy
to talk to?
then later
it all made
sense. perfect.
we were
in conversation
with others
about sex
and the like.

I guess my
radar is
not too sensitive.
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an excerpt from “Don’t You See Color”

Today, we live in a post-racial, colorblind society, whose solution to rac-
ism is a refusal to see race as an issue. When society does choose to talk 
about race at all, it is through a restrictive black-white binary. My project 
explores how this black-white binary silences Asian Americans, Pacifi c 
Islanders, Latinos, and American Indians—all the brown bodies, caught 
violently in-between.

On a superfi cial level, my project can be read as a simple attempt to equal-
ize all races, to make everyone look the same. Indeed, I purposefully 
photographed close-ups of racially ambiguous body parts. However, my 
project is meant to critique this colorblindness, this ease at which we can 
forget to see race as relevant issue. Th us, I also include the four words in 
the middle: “DON’T YOU SEE COLOR.”
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Th e four middle photographs were shot with black-and-white fi lm, which 
quite literally cannot record color; thus, the fi lm camera represents the 
members of society who unable to see past the black-white binary. Th e 
remaining ten photographs were shot in color with a digital camera, and 
then coated with a black-and-white layer in Photoshop; thus, the digital 
camera represents the members of society who can see through the black-
white binary, but actively choose not to. Both ways of seeing are violent.

In conclusion, my project admonishes the viewer to disrupt the black-
white binary, to challenge our color-blind society, and to make a space for 
these beautiful brown bodies to be seen and heard.

Evyn Lê Espiritu, PO ’13
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Daydreams

It was as if Colombia had smiled upon him:
a little poet from New York who had
nothing but dreams of rhymes and words,
disturbed by a thousand hiding voices
whispering, “this is who you have become.”

He sits now, waiting and helpless, the urges
rising like a wave, prickling and teasing and
prodding to be fed by the deals he’s made
for food and diapers, burdens from the
sole blessing his life has ever carried.

Th e days go by crooked street corners,
the notebooks far from reach,
hiding in plain sight from those
who had nothing but love, replaced
by nothing but the need for a thrill.

Th e whispers grow louder, screaming the only
voice he hears, the only one he wants to hear,
fi lling streets with the thick blood of
strangers, the easy way out, until it belongs to him,
the shadow of the dark passenger.

Kevin Lee, CM ’12

I don’t think
that maybe
I can specify
the moment
but those times
when I stared
blankly at your
face when
you said that
you always wanted
a family and
you couldn’t imagine
being an artist
and
you didn’t really
care any more
about politics and
just wanted to
get
out
of
here
I stared at
you thinking how
I knew and
never knew
you.

Th e idea of
you was always
fuller and more
complete
more synonymous
with the idea
of me.
Was all that
time just...
time?
Who knows who
we were
we are
I love(d) you
or how I
thought of you
and now, I
want it to
be then.
Th ey say knowledge
is power but
I began to
realize how
that knowledge was
really just breaking
us apart, intangible.
I stared blankly
just at you.
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in high school
I was there
when it happened
but only
had heard
about it.

a year later
we were fi nally
formally introduced

I noticed on
that day
the anniversary
a sullen
somberness
in his mood
what’s wrong?
you seemed sad
today
thanks for asking.
I just need
to be alone.
my mom died
last year today.

To be privileged
so I don’t
have to see.
A second generation,
in good health,
can speak English
and fi t in.
My fi rst generation
cousins don’t have
the same privileges.
not the same
young Chinese American.
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Invisibility

I’m so SICK and TIRED of hearing them complain!
red chair, squeaking
i slump in my seat.
so self righteous. Black + off -white
well what about me.
my fi st pounds the armrest, reverberating down the rows of the-
ater style seats
what about remembering MY people and the oppression they’ve 
faced
tongues tied, lips hushed.
it’s no secret.

Where are my people
in the history books?

but now i stand—
fi sts balled + raised to the sky as before but changed from before
stand together, Black, Brown, Yellow.
the mentality of the past i realize
DIVIDE + CONQUER.
your struggle and mine—
the same, but diff erent
the connection no longer invisible to my eyes...

Patrick Liu, PO ’14

Psyko Taiko fi nishes its performance at the 37th annual International Banquet
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Blind ==> Not blind

My grandmother asked
“Am I better
than American grandmother?”

My answer stood
Lodged in throat
How to answer

She sighed, shift ed,
and turned away

How could I?
Answer or not?

We sat silently
Me, mom, grandmother
Not knowing how
to answer & speak
Did she know
all I thought
as we traveled
there our script

Fast pace, high race
I’ve
Been tweeting the struggle
Facebooking the protest
Come out this event, yo
No time for rest
Connections, dialections
Spreading the word
Whose word?
Th e people’s word!
People with a capital “P”
But, then, what happens to the “me”
Hard to remember
To sit back, refl ect, be quiet, hold up
And heal myself
Hold on to myself
Personal lost in public
Sensational stats thrown around –
But those are not the secrets, love
What’s in your heart, yo?
You got to heal that
Hear that
See that
In order to struggle on.
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Choosing a path

wanting to change
didn’t know how

but why can’t
be invisible
path

 I can think
 I had an epiphany

     I can think
          I know.
     but do I?
     do you?

 language or politics
     not knowing where
     not knowing if
     it will be
     at all eff ective

Still don’t know
How.
Still blind
Still invisible

     is it wrong
     to be confused?
     to not know
     what tomorrow brings?

Heaven’s Lake

Firefl ies fl oat above strolling streams, waiting
for the stars and candles to fi ll the city light.
Souls take fl ight above, soaring high,
silhouettes behind a lazy moon. 
Th ey watch as boats linger below bridges, 
fl oating idly by, staring at the lilies,
waiting for nothing.  
Inside, men with uneven feet
drink rice wine to their hearts content, 
accompanied by women they will never know.

Th e night is young, and the stalls respond with
bright, red lanterns dripping overhead.
Workers, fi nished with their day, 
feast and celebrate the night.
Chopsticks, noodles, and empty bowls
sit, waiting for the men to leave,
thanking them for their business.  
He used to be one of them.
Th ose men who eat their fi ll, drink their share.
Tonight, it is diff erent. Th ere is no drink, no food.

His body is illuminated red –
whites, browns, and greys turn him invisible,
revealed only by the shadow drawn by the moon,
one that looms over the river’s refl ection.
He sees himself in the water’s mirror,
no one else. His neighbor of thirty,
Brother of twenty-three, wife of eighteen,
fail to respond, fail to care. Drops of rain fl ow
to cover the tears that hide his face.

Th ere is nothing to do but to fall with the rain.  
in hopes that the river will embrace him.
Th at this unknown refl ection in the water, will
save him.

Kevin Lee, CM ’12
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When you
came along,
your hands twisting
the air into
a rope in
front of me,
you frightened me.
you see, I—
I did not see.

Th is is neither
the fi rst nor
the last time
you smashed me
into millions of
confused, embittered fragments,
howling and braying
with hot-headed
denial.

You ripped scales
out of my eyes,
leaving behind a
raw and
angry mess.
But now that I
seethink
feel
devourexcrete
this consciousness
I think I
am mending—
growing and
re-growing,
inside and out.

Unedited

Burnin, Bob Marley’s
album, particularly the
song, “Pass It
On”—What your 
Hands Do, Its
only your eyes
that see, so
why don’t you
judge your actions
to make sure
the results are
clean. Its your
own consciousness (something
something something) Bob’s
songs are a lot
deeper than the
“Legend” album. And
so you should
defi nitely revisit your
Bob collection and
I bet you’ll
fi nd inspiration. JAH!
RASTAFARI! Th e other
time I remembered
being like... DAMN,
that was deep,
was the fi rst
time I heard
Haunani Kay Trask
speak. I won’t
life, she kinda
intimidated the
stuff  outta me!
But defi nitely in
a good way.
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little reminders that tomorrow is another day

Last semester I befriended one of the staff  workers at Frary.

Don used to work most nights at Snack, one ear bud in and the other 
dangling by his hand, expecting, ready to slide the next swipe. I went to 
Snack fairly oft en then, seeking solace in late-night nourishment. Perhaps 
wrought with a lack of verbal exchange (as I am oft  to encounter here), one 
evening I lingered a few seconds longer by the register. I mustered what I 
could of a smile, and, in hopefully not too forced of a singsong voice, asked 
him what he might be listening to.

Th e radio, came the answer.

It was accompanied by a wonderfully ornate explanation—of slow jazz 
and syncopated reggae, of the magical places where music makes the mind 
travel—one whose story embedded in the fi ne print hinted at a familiar 
want for conversation.

Oh, nice.  I don’t know much about the radio stations here.
Which one is your favorite …

Th at night was the beginning of a sparse friendship: superfi cial at fi rst, 
yet stealthy in the way its roots grew deeper and more complex, ground-
ing me, its gradual progress unseen from the busy rustling and bustling 
above. With the passage of many a weeknight, I came to know that Don is 
working at Pomona to pay tuition for his graduate degree. What he might 
have learned about me is uncertain. I’ve told my sob story countless times 
to nameless faces; it’s hard to keep track anymore.

Bad days usually coincide with the days that I have too much going on and 
I can fi nd neither the time nor the energy to eat at another campus. Bad 
days are the days that crawl sun-up to sun-down and I barely interact with 
anyone. Bad days are the days that my mind knows better that people care 
and people love and people are people too but my neglected heart refuses 
to believe. Bad days are days almost every day, like last Tuesday when de-
privation of every sort nearly claimed its fi nal victory over me. 

But miraculously, on bad days when I’m foraging for something edible 
in Frary, desperate to quell a hunger heavier than my empty stomach, 
Don rests his hand on my shoulder for a moment and simply says, Hi. 
He winks, and asks me how I’m doing, and makes sure that I’m okay. 
Th ough they last for the smallest fraction of a minute, I know his words 
are genuine and not artifacts of social obligation. Th ey carry warm weight 
and consideration. Th is is real and not pretense.

At the end of the day, this is what keeps me going.

Tiff any Chan, PO ’11
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Should I change my hair?
My clothing?
My books?
My ac-cent? 
My parents, my blood, my face, my identity?
Would that make you feel
Better?

Or would it be okay 
With you 
if I kept
Sounding diff erent
Acting diff erent
Walking  diff erent
Talking diff erent,
Stirring up the pot until it boils over and I don’t have to deal with
Fuckheads
Anymore? 

You know, on second thought

You don’t need to answer.

Because I really 
Don’t
Give a shit. 

(cont’d)

QUESTION

So what if I
Sound diff erent
Act diff erent
Walk diff erent
Talk diff erent
Buckle down, hustle to, and deal with my shit diff erent?

Why are you so uncomfortable?

Do I make you
Insecure
Hiding under your cozy little white-washed to oblivion
Status quo?

Is it that I 
Step over the line?
(don’t know the rules)
Reach too high?
(don’t know my place)
Struggle too long?
(can’t play the game)
Hold on too strong?
(won’t win anyway)
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aarc staff profi les

Anything else you would like to share? (optional):  

No, there is nothing else I would like to share. Not with you, and not in this 
space. You’ll think you know me, who I am, what I’m like without taking 
the time to realize you are extrapolating tiny pieces of me to create a whole 
for your own purposes. I am an individual but I contain multitudes. Who 
I am is not static. It is contextual. I am a diff erent person in every unique 
situation: with family, with friends, with adults, with strangers. Th ey are all 
parts of who I am, refl ecting parts of my identity. You can’t understand who 
I am unless you get to know me.
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Emily Chow Bluck, SC ’12

Committees:
Q&A
Mapping/Oral Histories

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be?

Pieces, Part One by Epik High

Evyn Christine Lê Espiritu, PO ’13

Committees:
SACE
Mapping/Oral Histories

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be? 

Girls and Boys by Ingrid Michaelson 
or Blue Scholars by Blue Scholars

Annie Calef, PO ’12
 
Committees:

Q&A
Rise Up!

What is your favorite word to say? 

Hella (duh!)

Tiff any Michelle Chan, PO ’11

Committees:
Arts
HYPE

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be?

Everything in Transit
by Jack’s Mannequin
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James Heo, PO ’12

Committees:
SACE
Mapping/Oral Histories 

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be? 

Th e Only Color that Matters is 
Green by Pacewon & Mr. Green

Hee Ju (Jasmine) Kim, PO ’11

Committees:
SACE
Rise Up!

If you could have dinner with 
anyone, who would it be with 
and what would you order? 

I would grab some jjajangmyun 
with my grandma. 

Candace Kita, SC ’11

Committees:
Q&A
Mapping/Oral Histories

If you could have dinner with 
anyone, who would it be with 
and what would you order? 

I would want to have pho with 
bell hooks and Virginia Woolf, 
two authors that have signifi -
cantly infl uenced me.

Jereen Kwong, PO ’12

Committees:
Undocumented
STEP

Favorite word to say:

Word.
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Laura Nolan, SC ’11

Committees:
Undocumented
Mapping/Oral Histories

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be?

Th e Miseducation of Lauryn Hill

Kevin Lee, CM ’12

Committees:
Arts
HYPE

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be?

Th e Cool by Lupe Fiasco

Kelly Park, PO ’12

Committees:
Q&A
HYPE

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be?

Blue by Joni Mitchell

Albert Liu, PO ’12

Committees:
Arts
STEP

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be?

Black Holes and Revelations 
by Muse
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Pauline Wang, PO ’12 

Committees: 
Undocumented
STEP

Favorite word to say:
 
Really?!

Winnie Wong, PO ’11

Committees:
SACE
STEP

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be? 

Doo-wops & Hooligans 
by Bruno Mars

Ellen Yang, PO ’11

Committees:
Undocumented
STEP

If you had to listen to one album 
for the rest of your life, what 
album would it be? 

Wicked

Lucille Sun, PO ’11

Committees:
Arts
Rise Up!

If you could have dinner with 
anyone, who would it be with 
and what would you order? 

Dinner with my family, 
we would eat lobster!
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Shahriyar Zarafshar, PO ’12

Committees:
SACE
Rise Up!

Favorite word to say:

“Shenanigans” is my favorite 
word because it is fun to say 
and it encapsulates much of 
what I enjoy in life.

Jani Kim
Interim Program Coordinator

Sefa Aina
AARC Director

Karin Mak
AARC Program Coordinator
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Arts Committee is Tiff any Chan, Kevin Lee, Albert Liu, and Lucille Sun
The Arts Committee seeks to engage and build community among APIs at 
the Claremont Colleges through spoken words, music, fi lm screenings, and 
other artistic means.  We believe that the arts are an important avenue 
through which storytelling, collective learning, and creative performance 
can create community among students, staff, and community members.

Queer & Asian is Emily Bluck, Annie Calef, Candace Kita, and Kelly Park
The Queer & Asian committee seeks to create a safe and supportive 
space for exploring the intersectionalities between race, gender, and sexu-
ality. Through a series of lunchtime discussions as well as movie screen-
ings, lectures, and workshop/performances, Q&A will work to raise 
awareness of issues that are often neglected by other minority groups.

Southeast Asian Community Empowerment (SACE) is Evyn Espiritu, 
Jasmine Kim, James Heo, Winnie Wong, and Shahriyar Zarafshar
SACE addresses the underrepresentation of Southeast Asians at the Clare-
mont Colleges, as well as their general invisibility in the broader community.  
SACE host events on campus to highlight relevant Southeast Asian issues and 
to celebrate Southeast Asian artists.  We also organize trips off campus to 
explore local Southeast Asian communities.  Given their unique refugee his-
tory and their interesting relationship to the culture of poverty, the Southeast 
Asian community is an important component of the broader API community.

Undocumented: Jereen Kwong, Laura Nolan, Pauline Wang, & Ellen Yang
The UnDoc Committee seeks to engage Pomona College and the great-
er 5C community in questions related to immigration and undocumented 
students as an issue that is increasingly affecting our campuses. We are 
both interested in political organizing and providing opportunities for stu-
dents to share their perspectives and experiences with immigration. This 
semester we are hosting self-expression workshops to foster dialogue 
and fi lm screenings about the challenges undocumented students face.

engagement committees service and production committees

Rise Up!
Annie Calef, PO ’12
Jasmine Kim, PO ’11
Lucille Sun, PO ’11
Shahriyar Zarafshar, PO ’12

Saturday Tongan Education Program
Jereen Kwong, PO ’12
Albert Liu, PO ’12
Pauline Wang, PO ’12
Winnie Wong, PO ’11
Ellen Yang, PO ’11

GIS Mapping/Oral Histories
Emily Bluck, SC ’12
Evyn Espiritu, PO ’13
James Heo, PO ’12
Candace Kita, SC ’11
Laura Nolan, SC ’11
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